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Abstract

Messengers are popular today on mobile devices and traditional computers. Starting as a small 
text messaging service, they have turned into effective communication channels for both private and 
corporate users, becoming more than just an SMS replacement. Users entrust to them a huge amount of 
information, such as a time-based map of activity, photos and other personal data. Messengers changed 
the way communication is done; they reduce the distance to the user and along with social networks 
become tools for fraud, spam or blackmail and terrorism. In this regard, it is vital to study instant 
messengers from a forensic point of view. This research explores and compares two popular messengers: 
Viber and Telegram, which is rapidly gaining popularity in the criminal world and the darknet as 
secure message tools. The main purpose of the research is to investigate and analyze potential artefacts 
remaining during the installation and use of instant messengers, as well as after their uninstallation. The 
authors have done several experiments to investigate the artefacts in different environments and provide 
clear explanation of the results. The experiments showed that even though Telegram is considered to be 
one of the most secure instant messengers, important and useful material on a hard drive and registry 
remain after complete uninstallation of the application. Exploring Viber artefacts showed up information 
that helps to restore the whole history of a communication. Moreover, the study confirmed that artefacts 
are still accessible in Windows after removal of the application.
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Introduction

In recent years, instant messaging (IM) 
applications have gained in popularity 
because they are free of charge and easy to 

use. Nowadays IM is one of the most convenient 
ways to text messages, share files and videos, as 
well as make audio and visual calls. According 
to the research [1], worldwide IM user accounts 
are expected to grow to over 3.8 billion by year-
end 2019.

The growing popularity of instant messengers 
relates also to various criminal activities such as 
fraud and terrorism [2]. They attract criminals 
by the opportunity the afford to simplify com-
munication with victims or accomplices, as well 
as the availability of end-to-end encryption and 
other ways to secure or illuminate information 
that might be required by the authorities during 
an investigation. 

However, despite the increased level of encryp-
tion and security, IM applications for Windows 
OS can provide to a potential researcher a lot of 
useful material. The artefacts can show informa-
tion about the last date of launch, an SSID of the 

wireless network connected to the PC, outgo-
ing connections, geolocations and other helpful 
information.

This research performs a forensic examina-
tion of popular Viber and Telegram applications 
by looking at the artefacts produced by IM appli-
cations. The interest in instant messengers grew 
with their popularity and IM applications have 
became the subject of various digital forensic 
studies.

Grispos et al. [3] tested user behavior from 
residual data in cloud-based synchronized appli-
cations. Communication between an attacker 
and victim were simulated, such as a file trans-
fer and dialogs. The results of the study showed 
that artefacts remaining in the registry can link 
the criminal and the victim, such as traces of the 
file transfer between users and registry entries 
related to contact details. Moreover, fragments of 
the conversation can be recovered from memory 
dump.

Grispos et al. [3] also analysed residual data, 
simulating the conversation and file transfer 
between a suspect and a victim. Fragments of the 
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conversation were found within the Windows 7 
swap file, but the study of the mobile device did 
not provide much useful information. A broad 
list of artefacts that can be useful for forensic 
researchers such as references to the URLs and 
last access times was presented in the conclusion.

Cheng et al. [4] tested Windows Live Messen-
ger installed on Windows 7. The results suggest 
that remaining artefacts allow one to restore the 
whole picture of a communication. Moreover, a 
user must be very competent to hide them.

Levendoski et al. [5] released information 
about the Yahoo messenger. Windows Vista and 
Windows 7 operating systems were used as plat-
forms and comparisons conducted between OS 
artefacts remained after de-installation. The 
research showed that the structure of changes in 
the Windows 7 registry was modified inconsid-
erably compared to Windows XP.

Social network messengers have received 
attention from researchers because of their 
increased popularity. Al Mutawa et al. [6] stud-
ied Facebook chat based on web technology as a 
source of potential evidence for investigations. 
This article gives detailed information about 
possible artefacts, but their location depends 
on the browser and encoding. The study out-
lined a method for investigating Arabic string 
artefacts, but searching and converting them to 
readable view can take a lot of time to complete. 
However, the study is only limited to web-based 
Facebook chat.

Yasin and Abulaish [7] studied the Digsby IM 
aggregator to retrieve user sessions for use in 
investigations, despite attempts to hide infor-
mation from a researcher. Results showed that 
they were similar to traditional IM applications. 
Despite the relatively recent date of the study, 
the messenger is not developing and supporting.

Karpisek et al. [8] studied an opportunity to 
decrypt traffic during WhatsApp communica-
tions and retrieve the details of calls. The cur-
rent study presented a new approach to decryp-
tion of the information and found that calls can 
be decrypted. However, end-to-end encryption 

was changed by WhatsApp in 2016 and made 
the proposed method irrelevant.

The focus in research has recently shifted to 
social networks and cross-platform messengers.

Majeed et al. [9] studied three different appli-
cations: Facebook, Viber and Skype on the Win-
dows 10 platform and the possibility to find arte-
facts. The result of the research showed that 
many artefacts are stored in one folder \App-
Data\Local\Packages\ for all the third-party 
applications. Moreover, for all applications they 
found artefacts saved as plain text files. The most 
important forensically relevant finding was com-
mon artefacts remaining for tested applications.

Dehghantanha et al. [10] studied Facebook 
and Skype messengers. The results indicated 
that artefacts could be recovered from a PC 
because of use of the Windows Store. IM appli-
cations installed using Windows Store leave ele-
ments valuable or critical to an investigation on 
the hard drive, in memory dumps and network 
captures.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the 
number of studies that are focused on compari-
son of secure messengers such as Telegram and 
another widely used IM application such Viber 
in the Windows environment is limited. Tel-
egram was investigated by Cahyani et al. [11] 
and Carvey and Hull [12] as a tool for terrorist-
related activities. Results of the study can be of 
great value for forensic analysts, but the research 
was strictly limited on mobile devices only. As 
a result, it is necessary to fill the gap and study 
artefacts that Telegram application leaves in 
the Windows environment compare to Viber – 
another well-known messenger.

1. Methods

This section gives information about tests that 
were provided with Viber and Telegram messen-
gers. The experiment was performed on Windows 
10 installed in a virtual machine environment. 
For the research we created: a windows user with 
administrative rights (“user_a”) and two new IM 
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accounts (one for Viber and one for Telegram). 
Each of the IM apps was installed on a Windows 
installation. Interactions during the experiment 
were made using the author’s personal account.

The artefacts were investigated through a series 
of research controlled experiments. All config-
uration changes were selected equally for both 
messengers. The detailed outline of the scenario 
and environment will be provided below.

1.1. Experimental environment

This study is based on the artefacts produced 
by two IM applications: Viber 6.9.6 and Tele-
gram 1.1.23. The experiment was implemented 
on the following hardware platform: HP Z620 
Workstation, CPU – Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2x 
E5-2660 2.20GHz, 16 Gb DIMM DDR3 (1866 
MHz), 2TB Hard Drive using Ubuntu v.16.04.6 
as the software operating system (OS). 

Oracle Virtual Box (5.1.30 r118389 Qt5.6.3) 
containing Windows 10 Education (64bit, build 
15063) was chosen as a platform for the exper-
iment. The virtual workstation was configured 
with 4 GB RAM and 20 GB HDD space. Use of 
the virtual machine helped to make a consider-
able amount of snapshots and revert to a restore 
point quickly. As a result, this approach leaves 
researchers room for errors.

Registry and file data were collected using 
Regshot Portable v.1.9.0 which allow one to 
make a registry snapshot before and after a user 
activity and compare results.

The open source tool SQLite DB Browser 
v3.10.1-win64 was used for exploring details of 
databases. It helps to search, analyze and edit 
data and metadata in *.db files. 

RegRipper v2.8 was used as a tool that helps 
to indicate user activity through analysis of the 
NTUSER.DAT file. The file provides very use-
ful information (including key LastWrite times 
and data derived from binary and string values), 
indications of user actions. RegRipper useras-
sist.pl plugin handles a translation UserAssist 
key which includes a 64-bit time stamp as well 

as a counter (referred to as a “run count”) that 
appears to indicate how many times the user has 
interacted with the shell in the manner in which 
these values would be created or modified.

All software applications were installed with 
default setting and removed using standard Win-
dows uninstaller. 

1.2. Experiment procedure

The first step of the experiment was vir-
tual machine creation, using Virtual Box con-
taining Windows 10. The system was installed 
with default configuration and windows update 
service was disabled on the workstation for 
decreasing the number of artefacts not related 
to the experiment. Finally, we installed forensic 
tools and created a snapshot by Virtual Box. The 
snapshot was used as the “starting point” of the 
research for each IM application.

The second step was the IM app installation 
to collect and compare registry and file data 
using Regshot. The snapshots were performed 
on each IM application listed below in chrono-
logical order.

1. Immediately prior to installation of IM 
application;

2. Immediately after installation of IM appli-
cation;

3. Before and after changing configurations 
such as:

 switch language to German;
 disable all automatic media downloading;
 enable auto startup;
 change default background;
 deactivation/logout from the IM application;

4. Immediately prior to removal of the IM appli-
cation;

5. Immediately after removal of the IM appli-
cation.

A communication between an attacker and a 
victim was emulated by sending a simple image 
file. A registry snapshot was made before and 
after the activity.
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Local databases of the messengers were stored 
after the aforementioned activities for further 
research by SQLite DB Browse.

During the configuration changing experi-
ments, many values of the registry and files were 
changed and modified. Table 1 contains the most 
significant changes for each type of operation.

All reports were stored in a plan text file and 
isolated for further investigation.

The final step of the research was analyzing 
reports and datasets. The search of required reg-
istry values was carried out by the standard appli-
cation regedit.exe. Databases of IM applications 
were investigated using SQLite DB Browser for 
data and potential artefacts and messages stored 
on the computer. Files containing messages 
were transferred and we attempted to open them 
without access to the owner’s account.

The users’ and application activities were 
examined through file analysis NTUSER.DAT 
file by RegRipper v.2.8 application.

The experiment was repeated twice in order to 
be sure of consistent results.

2. Results

All reports and datasets were examined in this 
section. The finding for each application is pro-
vided below. Further details of registry keys and 
paths are listed in Table 1.

2.1. Telegram artefacts  
left after installation,  

file structure and database

The researcher was able to find the full path 
to the related IM application, installation date, 
version and user login who installed the applica-
tion as highlighted by key (Table 1, no 1).

During the installation, folders were created 
that contain the database and file structure for 
the Telegram application.

Files of the IM can be found in the folder: \
AppData\Roaming\Telegram Desktop\. The 
database of the Telegram is presented in the 

folder: %\tdata\D877F783D5D3EF8C. How-
ever, the database is stored as separated and 
encrypted files and not human-readable. 
Attempts to open the content of the database 
on using another Telegram account or read with 
SQLite DB were unsuccessful because the files 
are encrypted.

It is interesting to note that image or video files 
saved by a user during the communication can 
be found in the folder unencrypted and readable 
in the following folder: %UserName%\Down-
loads\Telegram Desktop.

During the installation, several folders and 
registry keys (Table 1, no 2) were created for 
interaction with the AI assistant Cortana.

2.2. Telegram configuration artefacts

Further evidence shows that language con-
figuration added and modified the following 
file: \AppData\Roaming\Telegram Desktop \
tdata\settings0.

Recent changes are written to the log file 
AppData\Roaming\Telegram Desktop \log.
txt. Unfortunately, the file is updating every 
time the application was restarted.

The following key (Table 1, no 3) was con-
stantly modified after disabling the automatic 
download. Changing the startup mode of the 
application can be traced by detecting the fol-
lowing key: AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\ 
Windows \StartMenu\Programs\Startup\ Tel-
egram.lnk.

The application applies settings by modifying 
each dialog file in the folder after changing back-
ground: \tdata\D877F783D5D3EF8C\. How-
ever, deactivating the application has removed 
all message files from IM database and created 
the folder: tdata\D877F783D5D3EF8C1.

 The last launch of Telegram can be found in 
the following registry key (Table 1, no 4). The 
value of the key LastAccessedTime is stored in 
hexadecimal or binary format and it is neces-
sary to use a converter to translate them into a 
readable form. Keys value LoggedOnSAMUser 
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Table 1. 
Registry and file information

No Descr ip t ion

1
[HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Installer\UserData\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\
Products\47A4A0DF1FC991646A19B825E007A0D6\ InstallProperties]
“InstallLocation”=”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\Telegram Desktop\\” “InstallDate”=”20171017”

2

HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Search\
Microsoft.Windows.Cortana_cw5n1h2txyewy\AppsConstraintIndex\LatestConstraintIndexFolder:
“C:\Users\user_a\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.Windows.Cortana_cw5n1h2txyewy\LocalState\
ConstraintIndex\Apps_{8adcf8d1-d1f5-43e9-805d-af5466e37b69}”

3
HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\
UserAssist\{CEBFF5CD-ACE2-4F4F-9178-9926F41749EA}\Count\HRZR_PGYFRFFVBA

4
[HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Search\RecentApps\{DC6BD851-959F-45DA-BD7B-87FD4EBF9648}]
“AppId”=”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\Telegram Desktop\\Telegram.exe”
“LastAccessedTime”=hex(b):20,b5,3a,31,bc,55,d3,01 “LaunchCount”=dword:00000015

5
[HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Authentication\LogonUI\SessionData\1]
“LoggedOnSAMUser”=”test_pc\\user_a” “LoggedOnUser”=” test_pc\\user_a”

6
[HU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\ Software\ Classes \ tg] “URL Protocol”=”” 
@=URL:Telegram Link

7
[HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Classes\tdesktop.tg\DefaultIcon]
@=”\”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\Telegram Desktop\\Telegram.exe,1\””

8
[HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\
AppCompatFlags\Compatibility Assistant\Store]
“C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\Telegram Desktop\\unins000.exe”=hex:53,

9
HU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\ Software\ Classes \tdesktop.tg\DefaultIcon]
@=”\”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\Telegram Desktop\\Telegram.exe,1\””

10
HLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Installer\UserData
\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Products\47A4A0DF1FC991646A19B825E007A0D6\InstallProperties 
“InstallDate”=”20171027” “DisplayVersion”=”6.9.6.16” “DisplayName”=”Viber”

11

HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Search\Microsoft.
Windows.Cortana_cw5n1h2txyewy
\AppsConstraintIndex\LatestConstraintIndexFolder: «C:\Users\user_a\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft. Windows.Cortana_
cw5n1h2txyewy\LocalState\ConstraintIndex\Apps_{87f4a862-0157-4db6-927a-464474baefcd}»

12
HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\Explorer\SessionInfo\1\ApplicationViewManagement\W32:00000000001104F8

13
HKU\S-1-5-21-92284784-4191497677-2105538262-1001\Software\ Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\Viber:
“”C:\Users\user_a\AppData\Local\Viber\Viber.exe” StartMinimized”

14 %User%\AppData\Roaming\ViberPC\%phone№%\Backgrounds\3\10000403.jpg  

15
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\
{cbbefdcb-c7ee-4854-a1bc-c96d22b9d367}] “DisplayVersion”=”6.9.6.16” “Publisher”=”Viber Media Inc.”

16

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Local Settings\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\AppModel\SystemAppData\
Microsoft.Windows.Photos_8wekyb3d8bbwe\PersistedStorageItemTable\ManagedByApp\
{1653CDC0-15E2-4885-A58A-E21C803F0BAA}]
“Metadata”=”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Roaming\\ViberPC\\447718905468\\Thumbnails\\
thumb-c06ce8612230f51f80144f7077213b68.png” “LastUpdatedTime”=hex:04,a2,9e,1d,92,4d,d3,01

17
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Local Settings\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Shell\MuiCache]
“C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Local\\Viber\\Viber.exe.FriendlyAppName”=”Viber”

18
[HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Search\RecentApps\
{33D886D6-91BA-419C-A151-C9D0D31EEE34}] “LastAccessedTime”=hex(b):e0,b8,bb,3d,43,50,d3,01
“AppId”=”C:\\Users\\user_a\\AppData\\Local\\Viber\\Viber.exe”

19
Uninstall: Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall 
Fri Oct 27 14:48:48 2017 (UTC) Viber v.6.9.6.16
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and LoggedOnUser in the following registry key 
(Table 1, no 5) help to understand the details of 
application users.

2.3. Artefacts remaining  
after removal of Telegram

Despite difficulties with reading files con-
taining messages and their removal after deac-
tivating or uninstalling the application, many 
artefacts remain in the registry that researchers 
can find for understanding the directory struc-
ture and menu link as it is presented in the keys 
(Table 1, no 6, 7 and 8). 

Some keys (Table 1, no 9) provide complete 
information about the installation path of the 
program despite removal. 

It is interesting to note that a huge amount 
of useful information can be extracted from 
the NTUSER.DAT file. For example “most 
recently used” list, or “MRU report” from 
RegRipper shows the time of the last Telegram 
database record.

2.4. Viber artefacts left  
after installation,  

file structure and database

Examination of the registry determined that 
the following registry key (Table 1, no 10) was 
created by Windows specifying installation date 
and Viber version. The installer created different 
changes in the file structure and registry during 
the installation process, for example, interac-
tion keys for AI Cortana (Table 1, no 11).

 The following folders contain most files of 
the Viber application:

 Database: %user%\AppData\Roaming\
ViberPC\;

 Application: %user%\AppData\Local\
Viber\;

QML caching: %user%\AppData\Local\
Viber Media S.а r.l.

A folder named as a user phone number that 
contained the main database viber.db was cre-

ated after installation and activation of the Viber.

The database is unencrypted and most mes-
sages and information are readable through the 
SQLite DB Browser. Nevertheless, messages are 
presented in an unstructured form, but the con-
tacts table gives full information about names 
and phone numbers. 

The messages can be opened in a user-friendly 
form by simply replacing the viber.db file on the 
PC with the installed Viber application. In this 
case, there is no way to respond and receive mes-
sages on behalf of the owner of the database, but a 
researcher has full access to the messages history.

2.5. Viber configuration  
changes artefacts

Changes of the language settings application 
modify the following file: %user%\AppData\
Roaming\ViberPC\%phone% \QmlWebCache\
data8\7\1tt95mf7.d.

Further evidence shows that all automatic 
media downloads have been disabled. This can 
be seen in the presence of a new registry key 
(Table 1, no 12). This value (Table 1, no 13) 
shows that a startup mode has been changed for 
the Viber application.

Changes of the default background for the 
application can be traced by adding a new file pre-
sented in Table 1, no 14. All content was deleted 
in the database folder \ViberPC\%phone№% 
after deactivation of the Viber account. How-
ever, the database file config.db containing set-
tings of the application was available in the 
folder. The researcher can retrieve informa-
tion about the phone number and previous IM 
account from the “Accounts” table of the con-
fig.db file using SQLite DB Browser.

2.6. Artefacts remaining  
after removal of Viber

The application left the key (Table 1, no 15) 
in the registry that provides information about 
de-installation of the program from Windows. 
The artefacts remaining in the registry allow 
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us to restore a folder structure, location and 
history of file transfers via messenger (Table 
1, no 16).

The HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\viber branch 
record values were added by Viber installation 
and are still available in the system after removal. 
These keys (Table 1, no 17 and 18) specifying 
the path, last accessed time to the application 
remain in the registry after the application has 
been uninstalled. Moreover, Windows created a 
record in the NTUSER.DAT file that indicated 
the date and time when the IM application was 
uninstalled (Table 1, no 19).

3. Discussion

This study investigated Windows 10 for a loca-
tion of Telegram and Viber artefacts. The results 
indicated that use of the messenger applications 
leaves registry artefacts which contain material 
that might be useful for investigation. 

Even though Telegram is considered to be one 
of the most secure instant messengers, this study 
shows that useful material such as time-based 
artefacts and traces of user application on a hard 
drive and registry have remained. 

Exploring Viber artefacts showed that the 
researcher is able to find very interesting infor-
mation that helps to restore the whole history 
of a communication. Moreover, the study con-
firmed that artefacts are still available in Win-
dows after removal of the application. Experts 
can unveil information about a user who 
installed the software and the account which 
used it. 

In the future, research will include exploring 
system processes of the IM applications in Win-
dows 10 for further deep forensic analysis of the 
IM behavior and cooperation with other system 
applications and software.

Conclusion

Messengers are popular today on mobile 
devices and traditional computers. Starting 

as a small text messaging service, they have 
turned into effective communication chan-
nels for both private and corporate users, 
becoming more than just an SMS replace-
ment.

Users entrust to them a huge amount of 
information, such as a time-based map of 
activity, photos and other personal data. 
Messengers have changed the way commu-
nication is done; they reduce the distance 
to the user and along with social networks 
become tools for fraud, spam or blackmail 
and terrorism.

In this regard, it is vital to study IM from a 
forensic point of view. This research explores 
and compares two popular messengers: Viber 
and Telegram, which is rapidly gaining in 
popularity in the criminal world and the dark-
net as secure message tools. The main pur-
pose of the research is to investigate and ana-
lyze potential artefacts remaining during the 
installation and use of instant messengers, as 
well as after their uninstallation.

The authors have done several experiments 
to investigate the artefacts in different environ-
ments, with clear explanation of the results. 
The experiments showed that even though 
Telegram is considered to be one of the most 
secure instant messengers, important use-
ful material on a hard drive and registry have 
remained after complete uninstallation of the 
application. 

Exploring Viber artefacts showed up infor-
mation that helps to restore the whole history 
of communication. Moreover, the study con-
firmed that artefacts are still available in Win-
dows after removal of the application. 
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